Waste Instructions for Ports of Stockholm

The offloading of waste, black and grey water and sludge is included in the port fee. Vessels that offload separated waste according to the instructions below get a discounted port fee.

All fractions should be as well sorted as possible and should not be mixed with other materials or food waste. Packaging should be empty and not contain food waste etc.

Please make sure Ports of Stockholm receives the waste notification form at least 24 hours before arrival.

**THESE THREE FRACTIONS MUST BE SEPARATED AND OFFLOADED TO RECEIVE A DISCOUNTED PORT FEE:**

- **Cardboard and paper packaging**
  Boxes, cardboard, milk cartons etc.
  The cardboard may not be bundled with plastic bands or contain other materials.

- **Hard and soft plastic packaging**
  Water bottles, sour cream jars, plastic bags etc.
  No shrink and stretch film in this fraction.

- **Metal cans and tins**
  Soft drink cans, tinned food cans etc.
  Only packaging in this fraction. No cutlery, scrap metal etc.

**THESE FRACTIONS MUST BY LAW BE SUBMITTED SEPARATELY AND MUST NOT BE MIXED WITH OTHER WASTE FRACTIONS:**

- **Hazardous waste**
  Chemicals, oil, paint, fire extinguishers, car batteries, aerosoles etc.
  Must be packaged in boxes, barrels or durable bags, in accordance with the international regulations for transport of hazardous waste, and labelled with the EWC code, UN number and the name in English.

- **Electrical waste**
  Strip lighting, small batteries, all waste that contains electrical wiring or batteries.
  Must be packaged in boxes in accordance with the international regulations for transport of electrical waste and labelled with the EWC code and the name in English.

- **Scrubber waste**
  Scrubber waste is received at an additional fee.

- **Ash**
  Ash should be loaded into big bags.
PORTS OF STOCKHOLM ALSO ACCEPTS THESE FRACTIONS:

**Glass bottles and jars**
Wine and beer bottles, glass jars etc.
Do not crush the glass. (Crushed glass will be deposited since it cannot be recycled.)
Coloured and clear glass must be separated.

**Assorted waste**
Porcelain, furniture, cutlery, scrap metal etc.
No glass, radiators, engine parts or hazardous waste in this fraction.

**Cooking oil**
Cooking oil from fryers should be poured into sealed barrels and may not be mixed with solid cooking fat.

**Solid fat grease**
From fat separators etc.

**Wood/wooden pallets**

**Plastic shrink and stretch film**
No plastic packaging in this fraction.

**Burnable waste**
Food waste*, fabrics, carpets, contaminated plastic/paper packaging etc.
If the waste is packed in bales, the twine and plastic that binds the bales together must be removed when the bales are loaded into the container.
No glass or clean plastic/paper packaging/cardboard in this fraction.

*Third country food waste (from a non-EU member country) must first be packaged in special sacks and loaded into special transportations measuring 40 x 50 x 80 cm before they can be offloaded. If waste is from a third country this must be declared on the waste notification form.

WASTE THAT PORTS OF STOCKHOLM DOES NOT ACCEPT:

**Cloths and excrement from toilets**
Pressurized gas bottles, radioactive materials, explosives, emergency flares, tires, rib bases.
Vessels that have waste that Ports of Stockholm does not receive, please contact your agent.

Questions or enquiries?
Please contact the Ports of Stockholm Port and Traffic Control.
+46 8 670 28 10, btc@portsofstockholm.com, www.portsofstockholm.com